
16: The Cold War and the Americas (1945-1981) 

This section focuses on the development and impact of the Cold War on the region. Most of the second 

half of the 20th century was dominated by the global conflict of the Cold War. Within the Americas, some 

countries were closely allied to the United States and some took sides reluctantly. Many remained neutral 

or sought to avoid involvement in Cold War struggles. A few, influenced by the Cuban Revolution, instituted 

socialist governments. No nation, however, escaped the pressures of the Cold War, which had a significant 

impact on the domestic and foreign policies of the countries of the region. 

Truman: containment and its implications for the Americas; the rise of McCarthyism and its effects on 

domestic and foreign policies of the United States; social and cultural impact of the Cold War 

Korean War, the United States and the Americas: reasons for participation; military developments; 

diplomatic and political outcomes 

Eisenhower and Dulles: New Look and its application; characteristics and reasons for the policy; 

repercussions for the region 

United States' involvement in Vietnam: the reasons for, and nature of, the involvement at different 

stages; domestic effects and the end of the war; Canadian non-support of the war; Latin American 

protest against the war 

United States' foreign policies from Kennedy to Carter: the characteristics of, and reasons for, policies; 

implications for the region: Kennedy's Alliance for Progress; Nixon's covert operations and Chile; 

Carter's quest for human rights and the Panama Canal Treaty (1977) 

Cold War in either Canada or one Latin American country: reasons for foreign and domestic policies 

and their implementation 
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Truman and China

• Many believed and accused Truman of being ‘too soft on communism’

• Can be seen through the loss of China to communism

• US had supported the nationalists, who lost

• Truman published the ‘white paper’ which stated that the US had done all it could 
(however it was later proven wrong)

• McCarthy accused the Truman administration of being infiltrated by communists

• Policies like Truman doctrine showed overall fear of spread of communism
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Political situation

• Japan

o Strong economic ties w/ US

o Fear the loss of Japan to communism if Korea fell
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Realities of nuclear war 

• Soviets successfully tested H bomb in 1953

• ‘limited war’ was never realistic – would become more aggressive

• There would be nuclear devastations in all-out war
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Canadian non-support

• Canadian government said they would no longer ask people of their military status

• Resulted in main destination for those avoiding avoiding military service in Vietnam

• Although having said that they would not trade w/ either side of the war 

• After the war, they willingly accepted refugees from all of Indo China to Canada 
named ‘boat people’
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Alliance for progress failures

• Claimed 35 million LA’s had benefitted but the hoped- for growth and reforms had not really 
materialized

• It was overambitious- asking LA to become USA in short amount of time + corruption present + 
many lacked political stability

• Too American – didn’t like that they had to buy US goods

• Divisions in Washington- state department’s lack of enthusiasm 

• US economic interests – led USA to work against the aims of its own alliance

• US political interests – promoted democracy but sometimes failed to do so e.g., Peru and Argentina

• US anti-communist crusade – trained soldiers – some believed it was a tool for anti-communism

• The Mann Doctrine – co-Ordinator who lacked sympathy for alliance and believe US should 
emphasize protection of US investments in Latin America
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Johnson’s intervention in Dominican 
republic
• Among the poorest in the world

• Trujillo – long lasting dictator who was a close anti-communist ally of the USA 

• He was assassinated – historians don’t believe it was US

• After his assassination, Bosch was elected president (JFK and Johnson disliked him)

• Bosch was removed by an army coup w/in 10 months

• Next president was Cabral who was conservative and given aid for presidential elections by 
US – resulted in rebellion from Bosch supporters

• Johnson intervened to crush the rebellion – said it was protecting Americans living in 
Dominican Republic

• Ppl w/in US found Johnson’s assertions misleading

• It was in fact more of Johnson Doctrine – cannot have another communist nation in LA
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